Abstract. When we perform a task that involves opening a number of windows, we cannot access the objects behind them. Thus, we are forced to switch the foreground window frequently or to move it temporarily. In this paper, we propose a Switchback Cursor technique where the cursor can move underneath windows when the user presses both the left and right mouse buttons. We also discuss some of the advantages of our method and effective situations that may be suited to the Switchback Cursor.
Introduction
Numerous window manipulations are performed when we work on a PC running multiple windows, such as moving and resizing. Besides, we need to click background windows frequently to switch to foreground windows. These actions are performed simultaneously in our main task, such as application operation or file organizing, and we are sometimes required to perform many complicated window manipulations. These operations are required because there is a difference between the dimensions of the windows and the movement of the mouse cursor. In Fig. 1, (A) shows a 3D image of some overlapping windows, where (B) represents the picture that we normally view on the PC. The windows are distributed in 3D but the cursor can only move in 2D. Thus, the background windows can only come to the foreground if we click on them or use a keyboard command to control them.
In our novel approach, called Switchback Cursor, the mouse cursor can move underneath windows by hitting them (it does not move freely in 3D). When a user holds both the left and the right mouse buttons, the cursor moves from the edge of a window to the background, so that it can control the objects there. Fig. 2 shows how the cursor moves underneath windows using our proposed technique. A movie showing the behavior of the Switchback Cursor can be viewed at [1].
Fig. 2.
The cursor moves progressively deeper after hitting successive windows.
Related Work
Many techniques have been developed to address the problems of overlapping windows. Free-space Transparency (FST) [2] allows the free space in a window to become transparent so users can see through the objects behind the foreground window. This also allows us to perform basic interactions such as drag-and-drop and clicking icons using the white region in a window, which is similar to our proposed system. In the stack leafing technique [3] , a mouse button is pressed and the foreground windows on the same layer switch to another layer by dragging. In QuickSpace [4] , a user moves a window and it pushes friend-registered windows so they are not overlapped. Beaudouin-Lafon proposed a technique [5] that allows some window manipulations such as tabbed windows and peeled-back windows. The tabbed windows technique has now been implemented in Google Chrome and this method is used widely to solve the overlapped windows problem. Metisse [6] is a windows management system that allows users to rotate windows in 2D and 3D, so the windows can be allocated without overlapping to use the desktop space efficiently. WindowScape [7] addresses rearranging windows problem by photograph metaphor. Screenshots are stocked each time windows are miniaturized, and when the user selects one of the shots, WindowScape automatically allocates the windows state. Some systems have been developed that allow the cursor to adopt irregular behaviors and their goal is mainly to make the mouse operation more efficient. Bubble Cursor [8] is a round-shaped cursor that extends the pointing range from one dot to a large circle, which reduces the movement distance. Dynaspot [9] enhances the size of the cursor area, depending on the cursor movement speed. When the cursor moves rapidly, the selection area becomes larger to increase the accuracy. However, area cursor methods such as Bubble Cursor and Dynaspot make it difficult to point when the targets lay side-by-side, but like our Switchback Cursor, these two techniques also allow movement into inaccessible areas using traditional techniques and clip manipulation. Delphian Desktop [10] moves the cursor to the target object immediately, while Drag-and-Pop [11] is a technique that allows the target object to travel to the cursor. These methods reduce the mouse manipulation time in a direct manner by allowing the targets or the cursor to warp. Ninja Cursors [12] uses multiple pointers and the user operates them all, i.e., the user only moves the cursor nearest the target object. The double mouse system [13] operates two cursors using two mice with one in each hand, which has the same effect as Ninja Cursors in reducing the manipulation time by operating a convenient cursor. Semantic Pointing [14] allows the cursor to speed up when it is further from a target by estimating the object that the user wants to select. MAGIC [15] makes the cursor jump to near the gaze-point using an eye tracker. This technique exploits the tendency to look at a target first before moving the cursor there. Fold-and-drop [16] allows items to be drag-and-dropped into the back window by turning over the windows like papers. This limits the manipulations using drag-and-drop but the user can search folders in the windows and run an icon on the desktop with the Switchback Cursor.
3
The Problem
When we perform our main task on a PC, it is often necessary to operate a number of windows, which are associated with the main task. However, a problem arises from the difference between the dimensionality of the windows and that of the cursor. Windows are set in depth layers from the front to back where the layers are structured in 3D. However, the cursor can only move in 2D. Thus, we cannot control objects hidden by windows and we have to click on a background window to perform our intended manipulation. This is a typical problem of the overlapping window system. A tiling window system does not have this problem, but it has bad visibility due to the small size of the windows so it is used less widely than the overlapping system. There is also the problem with window focus, which refers to a window that receives inputs from the keyboard and mouse. A focused state is referred to as "the active window." In Windows7, a clicked window is focused (focus follows click; FFC). However, the active window comes forward and the foreground window becomes hidden. This does not cause a problem when we begin another task but if we only want to access a background object briefly it is necessary to switch the foreground window a number of times. Another approach to window focusing depends on the position of the mouse cursor (focus follows mouse; FFM). However, the active window can be changed accidentally if the mouse is moved carelessly, so this approach has not been adopted by the Windows OS or the Mac OS. Thus, the general window viewing method and mouse cursor manipulation cause problems. This is a major problem because unnecessary window operations are required when controlling background objects using the overlapping window approach. Therefore, we can make mouse operation more comfortable by solving these two problems, i.e., the cursor cannot reach objects behind windows so we are forced to switch the foreground window many times in an FFC environment.
Switchback Cursor
We developed our system for Windows7. The system obtains windows information such as the handler, position, size, window style, and z-order and monitors these parameters. When a user presses both mouse buttons, the cursor moves to the same layer as the window beneath it. For example, Fig. 2 shows that a user moves the cursor from its initial position to a position above window 1 and presses both buttons, so the cursor moves to the layer of window 1. If the user keeps pressing both buttons and moving the cursor to the left, it moves underneath window 0. In the same way, the cursor can move to progressively deeper layers by hitting successive windows.
When a user presses both buttons, the windows in front of the cursor are set as the topmost window, which become semi-transparent so the objects can be seen underneath them, and these windows are set through mouse actions. Subsequently, mouse actions such as click and drag are not received by the windows in front of the cursor and the actions are received by the window beneath the cursor. If the window receives a mouse signal, the order of the windows in front of the cursor is not changed because the front windows are set as the topmost windows. A transparency setting of 0% (where the windows are completely transparent) is discouraged because the user cannot perceive the position and shape of the windows, but this parameter can be changed by the user.
When both buttons are not pressed, the cursor aims to move to the front side but it hits the window above itself and remains in the layer behind the window. For example, in Fig. 2 , a user releases the mouse button(s) when the cursor is underneath window 0, it remains behind window 0. If the cursor is returned from window 0 without pressing at least one button, it moves to the foreground and dissolves the topmost setting of window 0.
When a user presses both buttons, the cursor size becomes 15% smaller as it moves to a window. When the cursor is around a window while pressing both buttons, the angle of the cursor changes so the user can see the direction where it is going as it moves beneath a window. When the cursor moves to a rear layer, a metallic sound rings to indicate that it has hit a window.
When the maximum-sized windows are open, they become slightly smaller (40 pixels less from each edge) while pressing both buttons so the cursor can move underneath them, as shown in Fig. 3 . Further, when a window hides one or more windows, the background windows slide slightly to produce a small gap (30 pixels), as shown in Fig. 4.   Fig. 3 . A maximized window(s) becomes slightly smaller when both mouse buttons are pressed. The red circles indicate cursor positions. The left screenshot shows a maximized window while the images on the right show the left images from a location rotated to 90°, as shown in Fig. 1 (C) . The cursor can reach the desktop icon while both buttons are pressed. Fig. 4 . The windows hidden by a front window (same size and same position, or completely covered) move to produce a gap when both buttons are pressed so that the cursor moves to their layers. The cursor cannot move under two window layers if not pressing both buttons. When pressing both buttons, the covered windows move so that the cursor can reach their layers.
Advantages and Effective Situations
In our proposed approach, the cursor moves from the foreground to the target window so the cursor moves in three dimensions within the display. A number of 3D mouse or 3D desktop systems have been developed in the past but in most cases the cursor moves in the Z direction freely and a special device or GUI is required for 3D input. Unlike these systems, the cursor moves backward in our approach but it hits a window and stays there. No special devices are needed and only a normal mouse with left and right buttons is used.
We do not suggest that users employ our technique alone instead of traditional window switching. If he/she uses another application for a while, it is better to switch the foreground window; if a keyboard shortcut is suitable, it is preferable that the user performs keyboard operations. However, in situations where these manipulations become cumbersome and our technique provides a better alternative, users might prefer to use our technique. Therefore, we developed this system for use in a traditional GUI environment so the user can invoke this technique anytime by pressing both buttons, depending on the situation. Our system has high compatibility with modern overlapping windows settings and it does not block existing manipulations. In the subsections below, we describe some scenarios that may be suited to our technique.
A Window Hides Other Windows when Switching the Foreground Window
Fig . 5 shows a situation where a person is browsing the web while listening to music. If we want to listen to a different piece of music, as shown in Fig. 5 , we normally click on the background folder to switch to the foreground and drag-anddrop a file onto the music player (or double-click it). The browser then becomes hidden partly by the folder so we have to click the browser again to switch to the foreground to return to our browsing task. An alternative is to arrange the windows so they do not overlap one another, but the process is complicated in both cases. With the Switchback Cursor, we simply allow the cursor to reach the background of the browser and drag-and-drop the file so we do not need to click on the folder or the browser multiple times to switch to the foreground window. 
Double-clicking an Icon on the Desktop
In Fig. 6 , the top screenshot and the illustration show a situation where several windows are open. If we want to double-click on an icon on the desktop to run an application or open a file, we would typically minimize all of the windows using the command Show Desktop shortcut, or move them out of the way and then double-click on the target icon. We would also have to reconstruct the original window layout to return to our former task, which increases the number of operation steps. By contrast, our technique requires no window manipulations because the cursor moves directly to the desktop and double-clicks on the icon, as shown at the bottom of the screenshot and in the illustration in Fig. 6.   Fig. 6 . The cursor moves underneath the windows and reaches the target icon on the desktop.
The red circles indicate cursor positions. Some windows are pile up in the left screenshots while the images on the right show the left pictures from a location rotated by 90°. The user simply needs to press both buttons and move the cursor to the desktop before double-clicking the icon, without any window manipulations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described the two problems of overlapping window systems: the difference in dimensions between the cursor and the windows, and the high number of manipulations required to switch foreground windows. To address these problems, we proposed the Switchback Cursor technique, which allows the cursor to move underneath the windows. We discussed the advantages of this methods and situations where using our method might prove effective. In our future work, we would like to test and verify the effectiveness of our technique by some tasks, such as moving icons within folders that exist in various layers. And we also plan to evaluate the limitation of Switchback Cursor; not only performance time and error rate but also the visibility of layers beneath the overlapped windows, and the window layout that makes the cursor hard to go underneath.
